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Leo Africanus is a 1986 novel written in French by Amin Maalouf, depicting the life of a historical
Renaissance-era traveler, Leo Africanus.Since very little is actually known about his life, the book fills in the
historical episodes, placing Leo in the company of many of the key historical figures of his time, including
three popes, (Leo X, Adrian VI, and Pope Clement VII), two Ottoman ...
Leo Africanus (novel) - Wikipedia
The term "Moors" refers primarily to the Muslim inhabitants of the Maghreb, the Iberian Peninsula, Sicily,
Sardinia, Corsica, and Malta during the Middle Ages.The Moors initially were the indigenous Maghrebine
Berbers. The name was later also applied to Arabs.. Moors are not a distinct or self-defined people, and the
1911 EncyclopÃ¦dia Britannica observed that "The term 'Moors' has no real ...
Moors - Wikipedia
Stebri in muqarnas se pojavljajo v veÄ• sobah, notranjost Å¡tevilnih palaÄ• je okraÅ¡ena z arabeskami in
kaligrafijo.Arabeske za notranje prostore pripisujejo med drugim sultanom iz Granade Yusufu I., Mohamedu
V. in Ismailu I..
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